Noise sensitivity and hyperacusis in patients affected by multiple chemical sensitivity.
The aim of this study was to investigate the presence of noise sensitivity and hyperacusis in patients suffering from multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS), a chronic condition characterized by several symptoms following low-level chemical exposure. Moreover, distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE) were performed to further study cochlear function. A questionnaire-based survey was performed. Eighteen MCS patients, selected with strict diagnostic criteria, and 20 healthy age- and gender-matched subjects filled Weinstein's Noise Sensitivity Questionnaire (WNS) and Khalfa's Hyperacusis Questionnaire (HQ). Results were compared with scores from the quick Environmental Exposure Sensitivity Index (qEESI), a routinarily used questionnaire to screen MCS symptoms, and with DPOAE values. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed between MCS and control subjects scores; moreover, Spearman's rank correlation test was performed between questionnaire results. ANOVA testing on DPOAE values showed any significant difference between groups, while WNS, HQ and qEESI scores were significantly higher in MCS group compared to controls. Correlation analysis showed strong positive correlation between WNS, HQ and qEESI in MCS subjects. For the first time, auditory-related perceptual disorders were studied in MCS. A strong association between WNS, HQ results and MCS symptoms severity has been highlighted. These findings suggest that decreased sound tolerance and noise sensitivity could be considered as possible new aspects of this syndrome, contributing to its peculiar phenotype. Furthermore, as DPOAE values did not differ from healthy subjects, present findings might suggest a 'central' source for such disorders in this group of patients.